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C

hanges in global warming are causing bacteria on many reef ecosystems to rapidly proliferate resulting in a major decrease
of live coral cover and a shift toward an algae dominated habitat. In many cases the coral dies, however, in some instances
the coral not only survives but “combats” the affliction. In one of our studies, the objectives were to determine what particular
aspects of each organism’s immune system allowed one coral to be comprised and the other to be not-infected. Using advanced
image flow cytometry, preliminary results have shown us that a well-developed innate immune system exists in many coral,
possessing at least three types of innate cells. Because innate immune systems have evolved over millions of years, some
immune cells in coral have evolved receptors, termed pattern-recognition receptors (PRR), that seem better at recognizing
invariant infections and preventing disease. We predict corals with “fitter” immune systems will survive global warming and
disease better, will be more resistant to temperature increases, and they will not suffer from high levels of infection.
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